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Abstract. In this paper will be presented new ways of using some behavioral
features and habits for security purposes and cryptography. In particular several
different solutions will be described, which present possible application of
selected behavioral patterns, characteristic for particular users. Such behavioral
patterns can be extracted thanks to the application of new generation cognitive
vision systems. Obtained personal feature, can be next use for security reasons,
as well as in cognitive cryptographic protocols.

1 Introduction

In modern cryptographic technologies and security protocols an important role may play
application of some, very specific and individual human characteristics, including
behavioral features. In many situations we need to use some protocols, which should be
oriented on particular user or be assigned to user of communication protocol. To create
such human oriented cryptographic procedures we can use specific or very unique
personal features, including behavioral patterns. Of course involving personal features
into security procedures should allow providing required security level, and be
connected with particular user. In this paper will be described selected approaches, based
on application of personal and behavioral patterns, in creation of such security protocols.
Extraction or registration some specific behavioral features are usually very difficult,
but application of cognitive vision systems allow us to evaluate some common behav‐
ioral patterns, like hand or finger movements, specific human body motions or unusual
personal gesture. Having such specific behavioral patterns or personal gestures, we can
find many interesting application in creation protocols for securing strategic or classified
data, guarantee secure transmission, remote services management or application in the
Cloud environment and many others [1–3]. Everything shows that in near future such
technologies may play important role in ambient cities, pervasive computing and IoT
[4–6].

The main goal of this paper will be presentation of possible application of personal
and behavioral features for security purposes and cryptographic protocols. Presented
solutions will be based on evaluation of behavioral feature vectors, which next can be
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involved into the encryption process [6, 7]. Such solutions are very promising for devel‐
opment of modern security technologies based on vision systems, which can monitor
personal habits, movement characteristics or other human motion actions. Such new
procedures may allow extending existing cryptographic methodologies towards a new
branch of cognitive cryptography [8, 9].

2 Acquisition of Behavioral Patterns

For security application it is possible to use different motion and behavioral patterns.
From our point of view, the most interesting is acquisition of nonstandard personal
features in the form of behavioral patterns, which may be applicable for security
purposes. Conducted research showed that for such purposes are very useful cognitive
vision systems [5, 10].

In general cognitive systems try to imitate the mental functions and thinking
processes, and are based on one of the known model of human visual perception, named
knowledge based perception [4, 11]. In this model cognitive resonance processes are
performed, which allow to understand observed situation or patterns, and allow evalu‐
ating the semantic meaning. Using cognitive information systems we tried to show some
new opportunities in application of personal and behavioral features in new security
protocols and cryptographic procedures. Such features may be used in creation of strong
encryption keys or creation of a special kind i.e. personalized behavioral lock. It is worth
underline that creation of such cryptographic solutions is inspired by biological models
and finally allows to create a new branch called cognitive cryptography defined in [7,
12]. This new computational paradigm combines techniques, which are using to guar‐
antee data confidentiality, with some personal or behavioral information describing
particular user and extracted using cognitive information systems. Such compilation of
security approaches with cognitive processes may be very promising for future devel‐
opment of security solutions.

Acquisition of personal features or behavioral characteristics can be performed with
application of cognitive vision systems in connection with other motion sensor devices
like Leap Motion technologies, Kinect or MoCap devices.

We can consider following different behavioral patterns, which can be used for
security application:

• Simple finger or palm movements. For registration of such simple patterns we can
use Leap Motion or Kinect devices. Personal feature vector may be next created using
cognitive vision systems, which allow extracting informative parameters registered
by these recording devices.

• More complex motion patterns performed using hands or other human body parts
may be analyses by advanced motion capture devices connected with cognitive vision
systems.

• The most complex patterns (specific exercises, sport techniques) may be analyzed
using dedicated recording equipment with cognitive features.
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Presented methodology allows analyzing different types of behavioral patterns, and
create personal feature vector, which next may be used in creation personalized security
solutions. Among the most important areas of application of behavioral features for
security purposes we can consider:

• Visual cryptography and secret sharing protocols.
• Personally oriented information management procedures.
• Fuzzy vault and steganography which depend on personal feature [2].

3 Hand Gesture Features for Security Applications

For security applications we can consider different specific behavioral patterns, also
these connected with gesture or movement activities.

Application of motion sensors or Kinect devices, which allow trace and register
finger or palm movements, allow also to extract some specific motion features and use
them for security purposes. The simplest solution is using hand or single finger move‐
ments or gesture for personal authentication procedures, during which we can extract
very specific personal features, which next may be used as behavioral lock or authenti‐
cation keys. Finger motion analysis seems to be one of the most natural and simplest,
so it may be focused on tracing a fingertip positions changes during making particular
gesture. Analysis of simple gestures has many advantages like noninvasive data acquis‐
ition, possibility of analysis of different gesture types like user determined, fixed move‐
ment patterns, or natural gesture. It allows considering also the motion dynamics and
acceleration of performed gesture, and may be performed in real-time.

In real security applications we should consider only enough complex gesture or
movements, which will be sufficient for obtaining the distinctive features for particular
user, which are not similar to other persons. To register such complex patterns we can
analyze movements performed using one or more fingertips or, if necessary, for using
the palms or hands.

To register unique personal gesture features we can use any motion sensor (Kinect,
MoCap etc.), which is able to register hand position changes during the time. As a result
we can create a personal motion feature vector, which contain very unique parameters
describing performed gesture like direction, velocity and acceleration.

In conducted research we have implemented such procedures, which involve cogni‐
tive systems for hand and finger analysis. In the first stage of such analysis it is necessary
to create a learning set, which contain particular number of well-defined motion patterns.
The second stage allows classifying a new pattern by comparing it with elements stored
in learning set. Such comparison is made by calculation any similarity measure between
new registered motion pattern and elements stored in learning set. Base on a feature
vector and classification function, it is possible to determine the type of hand or finger
movement, but also it is possible to use such feature vector as a specific behavioral key
or in other security applications like personalized encryption key generation, multi secret
steganography, fuzzy vault etc. The security of such behavioral keys is strongly
depended on complexity of analyzed movements, so for stronger cryptographic solutions
should be considered more complex or very specific gestures.
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4 Complex Movements for Security Applications

Beside simple behavioral features describing hand or finger movements it is also possible
to consider more complex individual movements performed while walking, dancing or
practicing sport. In general analysis of such movements is more difficult and should be
connected with registration of motion sequences, but in some special cases it may also
be done towards extraction of personal feature vector for security application. The reason
is very simple, and connected with different abilities of performing very complex move‐
ment by different persons, which are strongly dependent on personal habits, physical
conditions, age, and skills. For example persons acknowledgeable with infrequent
dances can perform it in his personal manner, and such performance allows evaluating
some specific personal features, which may be next used for security purposed.

In the same way we can consider some sport and gym activities and extract specific
features from recording presenting very high sport skills or techniques e.g. acrobatics,
martial arts etc. (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Extraction of personal features from sport and acrobatic techniques.

Analysis of several sport activities towards evaluating very specific motion feature
can be done in the same way as in [12]. Having such specific motion features we can
use them for security purposes in the same manner as described previously with connec‐
tion to finger and palm gestures.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented different possibilities of using personal features and
unique characteristics for security application and cryptography. Personal information
extracted from motion sequences and representing behavioral features may be used in
security protocols dedicated for information sharing, fuzzy vaults and multi-secret steg‐
anography. Besides traditional simple finger and palm movements, for security appli‐
cation we can consider more complex gesture patterns representing personal behavioral
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features. Extraction of personal or behavioral characteristics is possible thanks to the
application of cognitive information systems, which allow evaluate unique parameters
from nonstandard personal patterns or specific human body movements. Application of
such specific and unique parameters proved that personal features and cognitive systems
can be used in development of advanced cryptography procedures for strong key gener‐
ation, secret management, visual cryptography, and creation of behavioral lock.
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